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TroubleShooting D2W Rules
 
David LeBer:  [0:00] Good morning. My name is David LeBer. I'm with a company called Align Software. We do custom software development for the iPhone and the Mac desktop, and of course with WebObjects. Today we're going to talk about troubleshooting DirectToWeb rules, and when you're working with DirectToWeb, quite often you end up asking yourself this question, "Why? Why, oh why?" [laughter]
[0:32] Not because the...you hate what you're doing, but because the application is doing something that you don't quite understand. The rules and the templates are conspiring to...to make your life interesting. As we all know, you don't want to be cursed to live in interesting times. Unfortunately, the DirectToWeb can be incredibly powerful, almost to its detriment. It's very flexible. Pretty much everything that you might want to be able to tweak, you can.
[1:08] But it can also be very opaque at the same time. It's often times very difficult to identify what's going on. In order to shine some light on its workings, it's important to understand a few things. It's important to understand how the rules work. It's important to understand where their keys and values come from.
[1:37] It's important to understand the tools that you're working with. If we can gain an understanding of these three topics, then it'll make troubleshooting rules and understanding what the frameworks are doing under the hood a lot easier. That's what the aim of this presentation is.
[2:06] Now, I thought I had an hour, and it turns out I actually have an hour and a half so the structured part of this presentation may actually run a little short [laughs] , but that just means that there will be [speaking slowly] more time for questions.
[laughter]
David:  [2:24] We're going to start by getting to know the rules. Depending on how many DirectToWeb presentations you've seen, this may be a little bit of a rehash, but it's always good to establish ground rules. To begin with, there's two significant flavors of the rule files. There's a user and a D2W rule file. [2:44] They're actually called D2W model files, but that's really a difficult mouthful to say so I'll just say rule file from now on and you can know what I mean. The difference between these two I'm not really going to go into, and really, as far as we're concerned it's not all that important. Really just understand that these two files can exist and they both can influence the behavior of your application.
[3:08] They can live in your application. They can also live in all of the frameworks that your application references. The moment you link into DirectToWeb, your application is going to look for all of the rule files it can find in the various...yes?
Audience Member 1:  [3:23] User files can't exist in the framework.
David:  [3:28] That's right. It's going to look for all the D2W model files in your framework. [sarcastically] Shut up. [laughter]
Audience Member 1:  [3:39] He burnt 30 seconds, you guys. [laughter]
David:  [speaking slowly] [3:43] The joke burnt 30 more. [laughter]
David:  [3:48] Nefarious plans. Identifying all of the rule files that are referenced by your application is critical. If you miss a rule file, you could be missing important information that is leading to modifications of the behavior of your application. If we take a look at the ER modern movies demo as an example...Why? I don't know. Maybe because I wrote it. [4:18] It actually has seven rule files that modifies behavior. There are two in the application itself, there is a D2W model file in the modern look framework, there's another one in the modern default skin framework, there is another one in the modern DirectToWeb framework, and there is another in the ER DirectToWeb framework, and then finally, there is one in the Java DirectToWeb framework.
[4:53] All of those rules can and are likely modifying the behavior of your application. If you had to open each of those individually to try and trace your rule dependencies, that would just be a horribly daunting task, not something for the weak of heart. Luckily, Rule Modeler comes to the rescue with a model group file, so we can actually create a overview of all of the models that apply to our application, and that can make identifying what rule is going to have an effect a lot easier.
[5:37] Let's do a demo and take a look at how we do that. I'm going to start just by opening up Rule Modeler, and doing a little bit of an overview. Rule Modeler is the tool that we use for editing rules. It's like a smart text editor. There's not a lot of WYSIWYG capabilities built into the tool, but it does allow you to do some things. We can sort based on priority, or based on the keys. We can search. We can find various keys in either the left or right‑hand side, which can be really useful.
[6:31] You can create new rules, you can do things like preview, so you can select the rule and then it actually shows what the raw rule stuff is going to be. If you really enjoy looking at raw rule content.
[laughter]
David:  [6:55] It's [indecipherable 06:55] . The drawer's gone. Clicked on that button, the drawer went away. I don't think that matches the HIG anymore. I should write a letter.
Audience Member 2:  [indecipherable 07:05] [7:06] button. [laughter]
David:  [7:09] That's here. Hold on. [laughter]
David:  [7:17] Here we go. All right. In the bottom of this, you can see that there's text fields for editing the various portions of our rules. We'll come back to this in more detail later. What we want to do now is, actually, create a new model group file. Excuse me. Let me grab my notes. Now let me zoom out, so you can see this. [7:57] Now, the model group view is similar. Only, on the side, here, we've got a model list. What we're going to do is we're going to add all of those models that I showed in that previous slide to this model group. Let's start with the ones that come from WONDER. We'll start with "Frameworks." Actually, no. We'll start with "Core."
[8:33] We want the model group out of ER DirectToWeb. This other D2W Client thing, I don't know what that is.
[off mic talking and laughing among the audience]
David:  [laughs] [8:51] OK. We're not doing that Java Client thing, so we're not going to reference that model. [off mic talking and laughing among the audience]
David:  [laughs] [9:03] When you add a model to the model list, there's a little checkbox with an R. That R means "relative." The checkbox indicates whether you're going to reference the paths to the models you're adding as being relative or absolute. If you're going to check this model group file into your project, all the rule files you're referencing are all going to remain static relatively to this file. [9:48] Then you would keep that as relative. If you're going to save these model file somewhere else to your file system, say, to your desktop, and all of the model files are going to remain in their current locations on your machine, then you would make it absolute. I'm going to make it absolute because I'm going to save this to my desktop.
[10:12] But if you were going to check this in with your project, then you would probably want to make it relative, otherwise it's going to lose track of the reference to the model files that you have. That was the first one. That was in ER DirectToWeb. We also want the ones out of the Modern Looks, so the default skin. Modern DirectToWeb. You can see, as you add rule files here, you get additional rules.
[10:52] They all begin to show up in the overview window here. Oops. Sorry about that. Add the Modern Look rule. Now examples, modern movies demo. Now, this one has two rule files, although the D2W rule file for movies demo has zero rules in it.
[11:33] We don't necessarily need to add it but I'll do so for the sake of completion. Then we need to do some digging. We need to go find the Java DirectToWeb. That one is in my developer, web, objects, WO543, system, libraries, frameworks, Java DirectToWeb.
Audience Member 3:  [12:13] Can you tell which rules have which law?
David:  [12:16] Yes. Hold on. I'm not done yet. [laughter]
David:  [12:20] Sorry, I'm going to save this to my desktop. We can close the models window and then open this up. You'll see that there's an additional column. We have all the standard stuff...left hand side, right hand side, key, right hand side value assignment class, and then model. [12:58] If you double click on the rule, it doesn't allow you to edit here. It only displays. But if you double click on a rule then it will actually open the rule file that it comes from. Once we've got all of the rules into one window, it makes it a lot easier to track down the various rules that affect the various keys that we are interested in.
[13:33] For instance, if we do a search for "component name," you can see all of the rules that apply to that. If we're looking for a specific template or name, you can find the rule that applies to that and then quickly go to the model file that contains that. Without this global view of your rules, finding stuff would be very, very tedious. That's one of the key tools that we're going to use when we're actually looking to troubleshoot things.
[14:27] OK. That's configuring Rule Modeler. Let's look at the rules themselves. Can you actually read that? It doesn't matter. You won't need to. This is what a rule looks like in Rule Modeler, and this is what a rule looks like when you're talking about it with someone else. If you see documentation in the wiki, if you see someone emailing someone on the list about rules, this is often a format that they'll use. We've got priority, then the qualifier, and then the key, and then the value, and then the assignment object.
[15:12] You can think of rules as being, "Set this key to this value when this condition is met, using this object to do any transformations if we need to when we're setting the value. Apply this rule if there's no other rule that matches that condition with a higher priority." Also, we often refer to the qualifier side of the rule as the being the left hand side, and the assignment side being the right hand side.
[15:48] Oftentimes you'll hear people talk about, "The left hand of my rule is blah and my right hand side is blah." Well, they don't actually say "blah," but you know what I mean. If you're writing your rules, you've got a number of tasks that you're going to undertake. You want to determine what left hand side condition is going to point at the part of your application where you want the behavior to change.
[16:19] You want to be able to, as uniquely as you can, reference a certain area of your application by that left hand side. Then you want to be able to identify the right hand side key that affects the behavior, or is responsible for the behavior you want to change. Then you need to identify what values the right hand side key needs to be so that you can set it.
[16:47] The rest of the talk is pretty much looking at where these keys and values come from and how to identify parts of the applications so that you can write your rules. Conversely, so that if your rules aren't functioning the way you want them to, you can understand why. Let's start by talking about the net priority number.
[17:16] When you begin with DirectToWeb, priority can sometimes be a little bit nebulous, especially if you don't have a good handle on all the other rules that are at play. You see people assigning priority values of 10,000 to try and force their rule to have an effect. I really recommend that you try and establish some sane priority guidelines.
[17:41] For instance, most of the frameworks that you'll find in Wonder and at Apple frameworks, their priorities are under 100. Priorities of 100 and above are normally reserved for your applications. The application level....
[17:58] I also recommend that you try and keep your priorities grouped together based on the kinds of things that they're doing. If you're, say, assigning entity names or something of that nature, you want to keep those priorities all grouped together. Maybe 50.
[18:14] Don't spread them out terribly. If you have to change priorities, do it in fairly small increments. Maybe between 50 and 60 is the range of priorities that you're using for that group of rules, so you're pretty confident that you're not going to encounter rules that are 1,000 or something of that nature. Try and stick with those guidelines.
[18:42] It's going to make it a lot easier later on when you have to say, "I need to bump the priority of this particular rule." Assign it a sane value so you're not going, "I don't know. I need to set it something really big because I don't have any idea where the maximum priority is for my rule."
[19:01] If you do find that you're encountering rules that have arbitrarily high priority numbers, or you are getting the urge to set arbitrarily high priority numbers, you're probably doing something wrong. You may want to take a step back and look at what you're doing with your rules. Some common rule problems. Unfortunately, there currently is no way of being able to do...What is the term I'm looking for?
Audience member 4:  [19:35] Introspection?
David:  [19:35] Yeah, introspection and key suggestions, so the tools can't say, as you're typing the key in, "Oh, did you mean this one?" from a list. Typos can oftentimes lead to serious rules problems. If you type in a key incorrectly, the rule editor is not going to tell you that you typed in a key incorrectly. It's just not ever going to fire, because it's never going to find it. It's not something that matches. [20:03] You can have conflicting left‑hand side qualifiers with other rules already in the frameworks, and that's why, again, it's really important to understand all of the rules that are at play, because if you don't know what other rules are happening, it's really easy to write rules that have a priority level that is going to be below something else that's already firing.
[20:29] This is similar to the typo. If you use incorrect or nonexistent keys in your rules, again, the rule editor is not going to tell you...That key may exist for some other component, so the particular component that you're trying to affect, if you don't check it, it may not actually use the key that you think it uses. Again, you need to spend some time and understand the frameworks and the components that you're working with.
[21:01] Although these are simple errors, it's really easy to make a typo, and when you find it you go, "Oh, boneheaded move." They can be really difficult to track down.
Audience Member 5:  [21:14] Can I add something?
David:  [21:16] Sure.
Audience Member 5:  [21:18] Be careful when your [indecipherable 21:17] I had one case where I actually [indecipherable 21:22] drop it inside of double quotes, it's almost impossible to [indecipherable 21:27] the single quote [indecipherable 21:29] .
David:  [21:32] Right, so in rules, the left‑hand side uses single quotes. The right‑hand side uses double quotes. I'm sure we could enhance the tool. [laughter]
Audience Member 6:  [indecipherable 21:45] [21:45] [laughter]
David:  [21:47] Yeah, so you're constantly going, "OK, I'm on the left‑hand side. Single quotes. OK, I'm on the right‑hand side, I need to put double quotes," and the right‑hand side will helpfully quote things for you if you leave the quotes off. It'll fix it. [laughs] Oops. [22:09] Rule keys and values, where do they come from? Our rules use all these keys, they use all these values. Where do they come from? Well, they can come from the component. Any component that your app is referencing as a D2W component, or the frameworks that are being referenced by the app, can all supply keys and values, or consume keys and values that your rules use.
[22:38] The D2W context, as Ramsey talked about earlier, obviously, is an important component. The assignment objects that Ramsey talked about all supply keys and values, and even other rules, so other rules can set arbitrary keys to values, and then those keys and values can be consumed later by other rules. You can have rules that reference other rules.
[23:08] Just be prepared to spend some time exploring the components that are in the frameworks that you're using. Be prepared to spend some serious quality time with the source code. I really highly recommend that Project Wonder source be something that you reference in all your workspaces. I always have a reference group in all of my workspaces that have all of the Wonder frameworks that I'm likely to be using for those projects, because I'm always going, "What does this do again?"
[23:43] Jumping into the Wonder source to understand what's going on. Components, they all consume key values from the DirectToWeb context. This one, for instance, is ER Mod list page, and this is in the Java dock header of the source. This is a great place to look to find out what keys this particular component consumes. It's important to understand that all it lists here, though, are the keys that it consumes.
[24:26] It can have embedded components in it that consume lots of other keys, so the keys that are applicable to that end result page are the sum total of all the keys that the entire component hierarchy consumes. We looked at this rule before, and if you look here, you can see that display name for entity key is being referenced by that component, so here's a prime example of where that key might likely to be used.
[25:07] The D2W context is that really important gateway object that all components reference, that has both a state dictionary that contains keys like task, entity, property key. Those are all really important. What's the current task I'm working on? Edit, inspect, query. What's the current entity that I'm working on? Maybe it's a movie.
[25:38] What's the current property key? If I'm iterating through attributes, that property key's going to reference the attribute. Then depending on whether that property key references an attribute, you'll get an attribute key, which references the EO attribute object, and a relationship key which references the EO relationship, if it's not an attribute but if it's a relationship.
[25:59] In addition to these keys that come directly from the D2W context from its state dictionary, if you call value for key on the D2W context with a key that it doesn't have in the state dictionary, it will go find it. It will go ask the rules engine to define or derive what that value is from the rules or from the assignment objects or whatever.
[26:27] The assignment objects. Again back to that rule that we looked at before. This uses the generic default assignment object as Ramsey talked about. Now the limitation of this assignment object is that it only recognizes certain types of values. It understands strings and numbers and arrays and dictionaries. That's it. If you need anything other than those, then you need to use a different type of assignment object.
[26:57] Here's another one. This one is actually setting a bullion value. You give it a string, either true or false, and it's going to take that and turn it into a bullion value to set to that...actually I think it sets a number that represents a bullion. It uses a special type of assignment, it uses a bullion assignment. There's lots of assignment objects. For entities, there's an entity assignment object.
[27:24] AN entity assignment object will actually get an EO entity from a name. You pass it in a name and it'll go parse your model and find the EO entity that matches that. But that's not all. If you call now you can also get the following assignment objects. There's tons of assignment objects supplied by wonder.
[27:50] There's for instance, ERD key value assignment, which will actually call value for key on the D2W context with the key that you supplied it. In this case, we're looking for some actions. Actions in this instance are the little buttons that would be on the side of a list page, either right hand side, sorry left hand side, your right hand side.
[28:16] Stage left? Anyways one side or the other. What it says is if you ask for actions, then give it the value of default actions on the D2W context. OK, well D2W context doesn't understand what default actions are, so we need another rule.
[28:40] If you look further into the rules, there's another rule in the rules that say if someone's looking for default actions, then give it ERD default actions assignment. OK, well that's weird. What is that weird kind of syntax with the little angled brackets? Basically what it's saying is, if you see that, then what I want you to do is take that original key value and call that as a method on this object.
[29:11] The ERD fault actions assignment object actually has a method in it called default actions. I got my first rule is a key value assignment that links into a second rule that calls against a different assignment object that actually calls a method, that supplies a default value. In this case...oops. In that case it supplies a dictionary of dictionaries for left and right hand side actions.
[29:55] Finally, other rules can supply values. In this instance, we've got page configuration like edit list, we're going to assign a sub task to the value of lists. Then at some point later on, we actually ask for that value in another rule, someplace else. Rules can inform other rules. Again, just highlighting that you need to have a handle on all the rules that apply to your application. I hope I'm not stressing that enough.
[30:36] We saw this problem with Ramsey in his presentation. Sometimes one of the most frustrating things you can encounter with DirectToWeb is when you make a rule change and nothing seems to happen. You pull your hair out, and you look at all the rules at play, and go, "Is my priority level correct?" What has actually happened is that rule modeler's lost its connection with WOLips.
[31:03] First thing you need to make sure, is you need to make sure that...well, I don't know, maybe this is all obsolete with the bundle‑less build in 3‑6.
Man 1:  [31:11] I'm not sure. If it's not, let me know. [indecipherable 31:13]
David:  [31:13] Yeah. The next following slides and the demo that follow are all obsolete. [laughter]
David:  [31:21] You can all take a break.
Man 1:  [31:22] Allegedly. [laughter]
David:  [31:25] Allegedly obsolete, but I'm going to show you in case you're not using the bundle‑less builds, and besides I need to kill the time. [laughter]
David:  [31:31] We want to make sure that WOLips is configured in our ER modeler...sorry, our rule modeler preferences. We also want to make sure that it is configured in our WOLips server preferences in Eclipse. You probably want this turned on anyway so the ClicktoWeb. Is that what it's called?
Audience Member 7:  [31:56] ClicktoOpen.
David:  [31:57] ClicktoOpen. That works.
Audience Member 8:  [32:02] Do we have to give a password initially? For those things?
David:  [32:05] Yes. Not when you install it, when you configure it. Also I recommend that refresh automatically is enabled in your workspace preferences just anytime you're working with external editors. I use an external CSS editor. It's something that you just want to have. Demo, oh gee, what am I going to talk about? Probably something obsolete. [laughter]
David:  [32:41] Right. I'll do this quickly. In our preferences we just want to make sure that the port and password for rule modeler matches the WOLips server port and password. Oh, don't tell anyone. What's that?
Man 1:  [33:05] I'll let you make that announcement.
David:  [33:06] Yeah, probably. Although this is good because I always take a look at it and go, "Oh, yeah, I haven't changed it. I'm good then." [laughter]
David:  [33:23] Now what should happen, again, I'm not currently doing bundle‑less builds. I have a build directly which, in this instance, works for me because I can then demo what should happen. If I have a...I'm going to close that and I'm actually going to open up this rule. [33:46] I'm going to take this rule file, and I'm actually going to make a change. I'm going to duplicate this rule, and then I'm going to change it to some arbitrarily high priority number just to demonstrate what you shouldn't do. At the bottom down here there was flash. I don't know whether you saw that. It's actually updated.
[34:11] If we go check the build directory that model change was reflected in our build. With bundle‑less builds you're not going to have that build file so I'm not exactly sure how you can actually check to see...Theoretically, [laughs] and what we're trying to do is troubleshoot when it's not working.
[34:44] For me, that's something that I check. If I'm making changes to my rules and they're not being reflected, the first thing that I always check is to make sure that the communication between rule modeler and WOLips is currently active. I haven't been running Eclipse 3‑6 long enough to know what the stability issue is.
[35:07] I know with 3‑5, if you switch work spaces, which I do quite regularly, that was an easy way of making the two tools lose track of one another. If that happens, what I found you need to do is you need to actually quit Eclipse and quit rule modeler, launch Eclipse again, and then launch rule modeler. Rule modeler always has to launch second.
Audience Member 9:  [35:35] Then log a bug?
David:  [35:36] What's that?
Audience Member 9:  [35:37] Then log a bug?
David:  [35:38] Then log a bug. As I said, I'm on 3‑6 now, and I haven't used it long enough to discover whether there's problems.
Audience Member 10:  [indecipherable 35:45] [35:45]
David:  [35:49] What's that?
Audience Member 10:  [35:50] Yes.
David:  [35:51] Oh, OK. [silence 35:51 to 35:57]
David:  [makes musical noise] [36:00] OK. Page configurations. Quite often times you will see rules that are page configuration like something or page configuration equals something. Page configurations are a short cut that help you identify a task entity combination. [36:19] Quite often you'll have page configuration equals list movie, or page configuration equals inspect movie. That is their naming convention. The naming convention is task optional modifier and then entity name. What page configurations do is they make your rules easier to read and understand.
[36:46] They also make your rules more flexible. If you are doing...the alternate to using page configurations is to explicitly say in your qualifier or in your left hand side of your rules to say, "When task is equal to list and entity name is equal to movie, then do blah." But that makes it, you're limited to only one set of rules that apply to any given task and entity combo.
[37:17] Unless you start adding additional qualifiers to that left hand side so that left hand side can get pretty large if you have multiple task entity combinations. Whereas with page configurations, it's like a short cut of referencing that set of qualifiers. You can have multiple task entity combinations.
[37:42] You can have your standard edit movie. You can also have an embedded edit movie or standard edit movie relationship or an embedded one, things of that nature. Or one that vens XML or one that vens pdf or all that stuff.
[38:03] They are more flexible and they can reduce the overall number of rules that you need to maintain because they collapse a bunch of rules into one identifier. However, often times rules are used with that light qualifier and that can lead to some "gotchas." For instance, you may have something like this, page configuration like wild card movie wild card.
[38:26] It's going to say anytime I encounter a page configuration that has movie in it I want to set some key to some value. You set this up, that's one of the rules that you establish early in the development of your application. It's a base functionality. Several months later, you know, you say, "Well, I've got a new behavior that I want to apply when I'm an inspect something movie."
[38:59] I add a new page configuration that sets a different value. Now the same key is set to a different value, but because the priorities are the same for these two rules, the first rule is more generic. Which one of these actually gets fired is indeterminate.
[39:20] Sometimes your app may work the way you expect and other times it may not. The fix is pretty simple. You just need to bump up the priority for the more specific rule. But, again, it's one of those things that you can spend some time scratching your head. Again, it's a good idea to refresh your memory on the rules that already exist when you're going to make rule changes.
[39:48] Also a reason why you want to keep your priority levels grouped together, if you've got a bunch of priorities that apply to setting a certain key for a certain page configuration, try and keep them clumped together so when you're sorting by priority you can see them all and be able to identify where you're likely to have gotchas like this.
[40:15] Oh, and I'm going to do a demo. All right, yes. What we're going to do actually is spend some time delving a little bit deeper into the rules themselves. Now we've already got that model group file created, so let's start there.
[40:47] Let me zoom in so you can actually read that. Unfortunately rule modeler doesn't allow you to change the text size. Lots of rules have true asterisks on the left hand side as the qualifier. Basically that just means the qualifier is empty and it defaults to true, so fire this always. If someone is asking for the color key, give it this value as a default unless there is another rule with a priority higher than zero that has a qualifier that matches the current situation.
[41:36] You will finds lots of rules where they refer to smart attribute or smart relationship, so let's figure out what those are, where those come from. We'll start by saying smart relationship. Right at the very top, we're sorting by priority which is a helpful way of doing that.
We can see that smart relationship key gets assigned to one of those bracketed class name right hand side values. If you remember from what I was saying before, that means that it's going to call smart relationship, that method, on an instance of this class. Let's go see if we can find that. [silence 42: [42:05] 33 to 42:45]
David:  [42:47] Let's open up that class, and find smart relationship. In the comments it says, "resolves the EOLib relationship in a smarter manner." Thanks for narrowing that down. [laughter]
David:  [43:14] This is supplied by this particular class in Wonder. It's job is to do the same thing as asking for the relationship key out of the D2W context but handle some additional situations where the relationship key in the D2W context may not be assigned correctly. [43:40] That also highlights that, again, we have access to the EO relationship and the EO attribute for whatever property key we're working with. If you've got a property key and it's pointing at one of those, then we've got that object.
[43:59] Because we can introspect those with KVC from within our rules, then we can ask for any of the methods on those classes that return values. Our rules can be informed by those. For instance EO relationship has an "is to many" method that returns a boolean as to whether or not this method is a "to many" relationship. We can use that in the left hand side of our rules.
[44:25] We can say, "If this relationship is a relationship and it's a 'to many' relationship, then I want this behavior. If it's not a 'to many' relationship, then I want a different behavior." Very easily in our rules we can define that for an edit component whether we display a "to many" or "to one" picker for that particular component.
[44:49] In fact, the rules already do that stuff. The default rules supplied by the frameworks are already doing that thing for us. What else? There is another key like target output that has a default value of html.
[45:14] We can look at that and go, "I guess this is going to control what output we're going to get from our templates." By default you want it to be html, but we can also say that it asks to find out if the value is ever xml.
[45:30] It's going to set that somewhere, and if we scroll down further in the rules you can see here, "If the page configuration is like star xml star, then set the target output to xml." Again, rules that are informing other rules.
[45:55] There are also a bunch of rules that say things like "template name for something," and we're assigning those to a value here. The defaults for, let's see, what one would we want? Template name for list compare page is the ER D2W list compare page template.
[46:30] Then later on we say if your task is list and your subtask is compare, then use an ERD key value assignment to return the template name for list compare page. First we set a value with our rules to establish a default.
Then later we ask the D2W context for that value. It's a way of being able to assign defaults and then refer to those consistently in our rules. Again, rules referring to rules. [silence 47: [46:52] 08 to 47:20]
[47:21] Finally, Project Wonder has a bunch of direct action tools for assisting in development whether it be DirectToWeb or other development. These are bundled nicely into a reusable component for DirectToWeb called the ERD2W debug flags. They're included in the page wrapper for the ER modern applications.
They are conditional. They only show up when you're in development mode. When you're deployed these go away. But they're really useful in case you hadn't noticed they're there. Let's take a look at what we can do with those and what values they bring. Let's start by actually running the ER modern movies demo. [silence 48: [47:47] 17 to 48:38]
David:  [48:39] There are those keys. The first one brings up the log for J configuration. This allows setting logs for J values or enabling log for J values in your application really easy. We'll come back to that one in a second. [49:02] The next one is the D2W values. What this does is show up this block of information for the different components that you're working with. You can very quickly get an overview of what the D2W context snapshot is right now.
[49:25] Right now the task is query all. It has no subtask. It is currently using the ER mod query entities page. This changes as you navigate through the application. I'm in a list page now, so the task is list.
[49:47] Now it has actually an entity. Right? The entity is movie, and it's ER mod list page. The page configuration is list movie. We can also hover over other elements and you'll get additional values.
[50:10] Let's go in and inspect one of these movies. You can see what the different property level components are. This is an ER D2W display string. The display name for this property is title. The property key is title, and it has a value when empty of a non‑breaking space.
[50:39] If we were to edit this, you can see that those values change. This is an ER D2W edit string. These are really helpful for identifying what the current state of either the page or the property that we're working on.
[50:58] If we were to go take a look at something that has an embedded component in it, so we're in edit movies but when we're editing a relationship it actually has an embedded page in it. The page configuration for that embedded page is listed here. Edit relationship embedded talent.
[51:21] This is really useful for identifying when you're doing more complex page layouts with embedded pages to make sure that the page configuration names are what you expect them to be, and it's pulling the correct component.
[51:38] Because you need to be able to, if you want to write rules that are reflected in the behavior of this embedded component, you need to be able to identify it correctly. You need to make sure that you can get at its page configuration, and the page configuration is being set at what you expect it to be set at. That's a really useful one, the D2W toggle.
[52:02] If you're doing styling, there is also the CSS toggle which wraps everything with descriptors of the CSS classes for that particular element. It looks really confusing and ugly there, but it can be really helpful. When you're doing CSS changes, you're actually referencing the...or creating your selectors that reference the element on the page the way you expect them to.
[52:33] Let's turn that off because it's blinding me. Clear D2W cache. DirectToWeb's, to improve performance, caches heavily. You know, and Ramsey talked about that in the assignment objects. You've got the delayed assignment that keeps things from going into the cache.
[52:58] But I make it a habit of, instead of refreshing a page when I've made a rule change, I actually clear the D2W cache. It means that I make a rule change, clear the D2W cache. If there's any cached values that could be conflicting with the change I've made, this gets rid of it.
[53:16] This is also really useful when we're debugging rules, which we'll see in a minute. Page metrics, created keys, localization. Actually, these two are cool. Localization allows you to actually edit the localized strings files for your application.
[53:37] Right now, there's three languages enabled, English, German, and Japanese. Only the English one has localized values. But you could actually edit the other...yes?
Audience Member 11:  [53:50] Does this have the [indecipherable 53:51] characters in the Japanese?
David:  [53:56] You'd have to ask Anjo, because I don't really know. A lot of...I think what it actually does is it...whatever you put in here, it translates into unicode...the unicode identifiers.
Audience Member 12:  [54:11] You might be able to put it in, but you might not be able to see it back.
David:  [54:15] Right. I'd...you'd have to play with it. I don't know. I'm sorry. I'm a horrible presenter. Yes?
Audience Member 13:  [54:23] The other cool thing is it comes with the bundle‑less builds, and this updates directly in your...your app now.
David:  [54:30] Sweet. OK, so now I'll turn on the bundle‑less builds. [laughs] No, that's...that's great, yeah, because it used to...it used to update...yeah, it used to update the localized strings files in your build directory, and then you had to, you know, put on the grass skirt and dance the hula to get them where you needed them to be.
Audience Member 14:  [indecipherable 54:47] [54:47] same time?
David:  [54:48] That's right. [laughter]
David:  [54:50] Yeah, Montreal's only an hour away for me. The other thing...so localization does that. The other thing is that...let's see whether we can actually see this. Yeah, there's all these entries here. ER localizer page, ER Modern Look pages, ER Mod list page, configuration, list movie, value added, tab, key, general, idea, general. [55:31] ER DirectToWeb and ER Modern Look in particular, there's no static strings used anywhere. Everything's being delivered by localized strings. Localized strings with...any time it encounters a localized string, and it's delivering the default value, so there's no comparable matching string for...for this...this localized string in a localized strings file, it's keeping note of that and going oh, "I'll add this one to my local cache. I'll add this one to my local cache."
[56:06] It keeps track of all those. What's cool is that if you click on the created keys link, you get this blank page. I've never encountered a blank page on the web before, but you get one right there. No, what it does is it actually takes all of those cached keys and it dumps them out into a dictionary, so you can just copy this...
[56:37] ...copy this and paste that into your localized strings file for your English, whatever language it is, and now you can customize that. As it works through the...as you exercise the application, it's keeping track of all this. Logging it out in development, you can grab it all, which makes creating your localized strings files a lot easier.
[background chatter]
David:  [57:02] It's dumping this into your...into your console. It's not really giving you an empty web page. It's just hiding the fact that it's...it's misdirection, see? Look aliens. Ah! [laughter]
David:  [57:15] Look what's in your console file. Yes, Joe?
Joe:  [57:18] My stupid question of the day is changing your localization strings so you can actually, as you're testing this app out, playing with it, is this easy enough to...I know that you can do the settings in browsers and stuff for your localization. Is there something in the...to actually see what you're viewing so there's no override with your browser's localization is, so you can see the different localization levels?
David:  [57:37] No, but you could write something that did that.
Joe:  [57:40] No, no, it's probably a three line direct action to do that, right?
David:  [57:43] Yeah, and by default, the localization system in Wonder sniffs the browser setting, and that's what it uses. But you can override that. You can say, no, what I want you to use...like, this language.
Audience Member 15:  [57:54] I see that, but...
Audience Member 16:  [57:55] There's actually a property for that, I think.
David:  [57:56] Yeah.
Audience Member 17:  [57:57] But the string in your user agent or whatever, that...I seem to see that, someone could be cached on that that could change it. They don't seem to be effective immediately. I may be able to back an application on moderating it correctly.
David:  [58:07] You know, that would be a really...
Audience Member 17:  [58:09] ...session, doesn't it?
David:  [58:11] Yeah, I would assume so, for behavior...for performance, yeah.
Audience Member 18:  [58:14] Yeah, I mean, it's possible that you did the first time, and the EREXEC localizer caches and such.
David:  [58:19] But that would be a really useful addition to the...those ER D2W debug keys, so there's a little...little popup that you can select the language that you want. Yeah, so why don't you write that, and...
Joe:  [indecipherable 58:30] [58:31] . [laughter]
Audience Member 19:  [58:34] There's a little popup bar right now where it won't allow that.
David:  [58:36] Oh, is there?
Audience Member 19:  [58:37] ERX languages, so you can just...a language [indecipherable 58:39] session.
David:  [58:40] OK, forget I said anything. Just listen to that man over there.
Audience Member 20:  [58:43] We just put that in the [indecipherable 58:45] flag bar.
David:  [58:48] Yes.
Audience Member 20:  [58:49] ...and it will tell you on the screen how to get it.
David:  [58:59] I'm sorry. Was...that little diversion had nothing to do with DirectToWeb, but it's really cool stuff and really useful when you're developing in general, and the fact that you get it for free in the DirectToWeb looks is just a bonus. It exists in any of the Project Wonder DirectToWeb looks. This is not something new that showed up for ER Modern Look by any means. [59:30] Oftentimes, you get to a point where you can't identify what the source of the problem is in your rules just by analyzing the rules, and you need to be able to do some logging. Project Wonder supports rule logging, and the first thing we need to do is, we need to actually turn it on, so you do that under the DirectToWeb stuff. You enable that.
[60:00] It now says, "Rule tracing turned off," and if you look at your log for J, you can see that D2W trace rule firing enabled, and your D2W trace rule firing enabled are now set to debug. There's also this cool thing up here, which is a rule right‑hand side, so you can specify a key from the right‑hand side of your rules. For instance...I made notes. Where'd I put the notes? Oh yeah.
[60:37] Let's do something like, "Is entity editable?" Maybe you've set this in your rule, and it's not being applied the way you expect it to. Maybe you set it to true and it's showing up as false, or you set it to false and it's showing up as true, but you can add this to your log4j configuration, I'll set them all for debug, and then, if I go back to...Let's clean this up a little bit.
[61:13] I'm going to step out of here, and then I'm going to clear my D2W cache, because I want to start from a clean slate. Then I'm going to click the edit button, and then go take a look at my console, and we see here that, before I cleared, it was pulling everything from the cache, and then after I cleared, it said, "OK, someone's asking for the key path. Is entity editable?"
[61:53] These are the candidates that I have, so these are all of the rules that apply to the current situation into that key, so I've got one with a priority of 100 and one with a priority of 0. They both fire automatically. One sets "Is entity editable?" to 1, and one sets it to 0. One of them comes from my application in the resources, and the other one comes from the ER DirectToWeb framework.
[62:23] It's very useful for tracking down what rule is firing, and then after it fires...It fires here, and then after it fires, it pulls from the cache for the remaining set of requests for that value. Really powerful. Really useful when you're trying to identify exactly what rule is responsible for setting this value in this space.
[62:53] The only problem is sometimes you get more information that you need, and actually teasing out which one is correct is difficult. For instance, if you ask for component name, which is a really commonly used key, it will give you...You may have multiple instances where that component name is changed on a given page, so trying to find a specific instance can be a little bit daunting.
[63:28] That's all I've got. Wow, I actually went longer than I expected. [speaks slowly] The talking slowly helped. I've got plenty of time for questions. I can't guarantee any answers, though.
[laughter]
David:  [63:49] Any questions? No? Really? Fine, be that way. Yes? Dave?
Dave:  [64:03] Have you built a new task ever? I'm wondering [indecipherable 01:04:08] , and how complex it is to set up all the rules necessary to...Oh microphone.
David:  [64:15] Oh, sorry. [laughter and cross chatter]
Dave:  [64:19] You kept saying mic behind me. I kept turning around. [laughter]
Dave:  [64:27] Check, check. I'm wondering how complex it is to make a new task, because you have to put all the default rules, like we saw in the...in the, you know, ER DirectToWeb model, all the hierarchy going backwards. You need to put those rules in. I'm just wondering how...how many rules you would need to write to have a new task, I guess that was the question.
David:  [64:50] Well, it depends on what the task is doing. I can't see it...I don't actually know whether I've ever written a task. Often times, you can get what you need by doing tasks and subtasks. In the edit relationship page, I'm doing something weird with...with in‑line tasks, is the name I've given it to, because those components support having, you know, like a pick page in the middle of an edit relationship page, which is not really a subtask. [65:27] It's a separate task of that. It really wasn't that difficult. Again, rules can inform rules, so you just say when I'm doing this, and this happens, set the in‑line task to this, and then you can just reference that. The number of rules that you would need to write would be dependent on how complex the setup for that task is going to be in the component that you're working on. Yes?
Audience Member 21:  [off mic] Do you have, like, a demo of something you worked on? [indecipherable 01:06: 02 to 01:06:05] [66:00]
Audience Member 21:  [66:06] You wouldn't happen to have a demo of a real DirectToWeb app that you wrote with a little more complicated relationships and how you handled those?
David:  [66:15] Not that I can show you right now, no. In what way do you mean?
Audience Member 21:  [66:20] Well, because every time I get to the relationship aspects of really handling relationships, it's always...gets to be really confusing to me, how to use the DirectToWeb. Sometimes I want to be able to say do a type ahead, and then see and then also check if it's already in place or not, things like that to define these relationships and instantly edit them. I used to use the old method, the neutral look, which only went, like, four pages deep.
David:  [66:45] Yes.
Audience Member 21:  [66:46] Didn't like to do a relationship.
David:  [66:47] Which sucked, didn't it?
Audience Member 21:  [66:48] Well, yeah, if it's, you know... [laughs] It did. But there was almost no other choice. I couldn't figure out how to do anything else, you know?
David:  [66:55] Yeah, one of the goals that I had when I started working on the modern look was to modernize and improve that relationship editing capability. Now you can actually embed edit relationship pages in, say, an inspect, or an edit page. It does a bunch of stuff in‑line using Ajax updates. Have you played with the modern movies demo?
Audience Member 21:  [67:22] Oh, actually, I have a little sample program I'm trying to work on, and that's why I moved from the Diva look to the Modern look, because this has been a constant hobby, this DirectToWeb, you know. It seemed like the Modern look was more fleshed out.
David:  [67:37] Yeah. There's...there's a good chance that you will encounter edge cases that it doesn't quite fit your needs, and I'm happy to take enhancement requests. But currently edit relationship allows you to in‑line inspect an existing relationship, or inline edit an existing relationship. For instance, inline edit an object in a relationship to an object that you're looking at in an inline relationship. [68:21] It supports all that nested stuff, and you've got control over that, so you can turn it off. "If I'm more than so many levels deep, then don't do it inline anymore." Please, God, make it stop. Also, you can do things, inline search, find values and then add them to the relationship. You can see that it's adding them in the background. Also, there is this component for two‑one relationships that does a...Nice.
[laughter]
David:  [68:59] Forget that that happened. That should just work, but...
Audience Member 22:  [indecipherable 01:09:10] [69:10] framework got really modified a few days ago.
David:  [69:15] Oh, OK.
Audience Member 23:  [69:16] Who does? I thought you did the modern framework? No?
Man 2:  [indecipherable 01:09:19] [69:19] the modern movies framework.
Audience Member 23:  [69:21] Oh.
David:  [69:22] Yeah.
Man 2:  [69:22] Movies business logic.
David:  [69:24] Yeah, so I haven't...
Audience Member 23:  [69:26] There is some dead data in there too, so [indecipherable 01:09:28] it's just gone.
David:  [69:33] For my local copy, because I'll be using it for my talk tomorrow...Macaulay Culkin actually has an extensive movie career. [laughter]
David:  [69:46] He has, I don't know, 400 or 500 roles that he's been involved in. Who knew? [laughter]
David:  [69:55] Exactly. [laughs] He's doing the scream back there. The edit relationship stuff that I do have is pretty extensive, but if there are things that you need to be able to do that they don't currently handle, let me know. Either I can talk about how you might want to subclass some of those components to create your own that do that, or we can look at actually adding that behavior to the framework.
Audience Member 24:  [off mic] Sometimes [indecipherable 01:10:32] confusion [indecipherable 01:10:33] should just copy... [on mic] [70:33] Sorry. Copy one of those components, put it into my project, and then completely futz with it, versus, say, subclassing it. There's always that confusion to me, really.
David:  [70:47] Well, it depends on whether...I think that's standard "oops" stuff, right? "Does the class that I want to use have the default behavior I'm going to need in my new component, and does it expose enough stuff that I can override the things I need to override, versus making a complete new copy?"
Audience Member 24:  [71:22] Sure. All right.
Audience Member 25:  [71:30] I have a question. First off, I'm curious what postmodern looks can look like.
David:  [71:35] What's that? Sorry?
Audience Member 25:  [71:36] What postmodern look is going to look like. [laughter]
David:  [71:38] Well, I'm thinking deconstructive is...Anyway, maybe just go to straight to metaphysics.
Audience Member 25:  [71:47] My actual interest was...Exactly. That was actually...I hope it doesn't look like your blog. That was threadbare, the math look.
David:  [laughs] [71:52] Yes.
Audience Member 25:  [71:55] Yeah, but one thing I was appreciative on the list, I actually deal with more in a hybrid solution, where I'm looking at doing a lot of custom pages along with DirectToWeb, and you had some good guidance on the list of how you would modify the navigation and get the same look and feel and have a flowing application between ER Modern Look and a few custom components that you might want to drive. [72:17] I was just going to state that it would be interesting to get that more formalized and shown out for people, because that's a...I keep on hitting the same question and turtling myself and not really remembering how it was done, going back to a few of your email messages to me and on the list, and I can only presume that that's a more common thread.
[72:35] That people are wondering how to take this...take a mechanism, not just ER Modern Look, but DirectToWeb, use it for all its goodness and where you really need to have something unique to what the customer wants, that's may...maybe more in my case, not a fallacy of not knowing how to do it in D2W yet, but heavily mix them up.
David:  [72:54] Yeah, I guess my problem is a time constraint one, in that, you know, the majority of the work we do with WebObjects is DirectToWeb. We start with a DirectToWeb application and that...we create custom components when we need to extend its behavior. I don't actually have a lot of instances where I'm shoehorning DirectToWeb components into non‑DirectToWeb applications.
Audience Member 25:  [73:20] Oh, I'm speaking of the reverse, having a primarily DirectToWeb application, and what you showed me was how to add that single customer component where necessary. That's where I've...all these webcasts and screencasts haven't shown that. It's in the list, that I think this is a common question of how to allow for that one‑off addition to your current application.
David:  [73:39] Yeah. I guess I would say that I would look at those requests as being somewhat suspect, in that it may just be that the understanding of what DirectToWeb is capable of doing is not fully understood, right?
Audience Member 25:  [73:53] I agree. It is, from here to there.
David:  [73:57] I'm fully happy if you wanted to take those email responses and put that into the wiki in some form, because to be honest, I don't remember what I said. [laughter]
David:  [74:11] I think it was like...
Audience Member 25:  [74:14] It was rich.
David:  [74:15] ...we have to create a mock D2W context, and...
Audience Member 25:  [74:17] Exactly.
David:  [74:18] Yeah. Yeah.
Audience Member 25:  [74:21] It just...voodoo logic that I think some people are going to stumble on again and again.
David:  [74:25] Yeah. Yeah, so, you know, you had better, you know, send me a copy of those emails, and I'll put it into the wiki, or you can do it yourself.
Audience Member 25:  [74:32] Yeah. I just wasn't authoritative on that one. [laughs]
David:  [74:33] Yeah. Any other questions?
Audience Member 26:  [74:38] Yeah, I got one.
David:  [74:39] Uh‑oh.
Audience Member 27:  [74:41] You're in trouble now.
Audience Member 26:  [74:43] The...the model group that you made, is that merely for us to keep our sanity, or is that actually used by the application?
David:  [74:49] Yeah, it's...it's strictly a debugging tool, a very, very useful one, but yeah, it's...you can check it into the...the reason why I haven't checked it into the demo app is that because you need to reference all of the...the model files, I don't exactly know how people have their workspaces set up, and I don't want to...because you need to have that relative or absolute checkbox, and it needs to relate them...but yeah, it doesn't have any value for the frameworks or the application, but it has a lot of value for you.
Audience Member 26:  [75:21] Alright.
Audience Member 28:  [off mic] [75:23] We should be able to do that automatically.
David:  [75:24] Right, I...
Audience Member 28:  [off mic] [75:24] I think the modeler app does...does this...
David:  [75:27] Yes.
Audience Member 28:  [75:28] Like, supply models, right, like you doubled the model. [on mic] Yeah, I mean, you double through the model in finder and ND Modeler app, and it has some crazy voodoo, but mostly works...of figuring out roughly what NS bundle dependencies would have done.
David:  [75:42] Right.
Audience Member 28:  [75:44] We could and should, I feel like, add...like, we should be able to mostly figure that out, right? If we were to parse your .classpath file and NS project search path and stuff, we should be able to actually build that.
David:  [75:57] Well, does the...I don't think rule modeler currently knows even what project is associated with, right?
Audience Member 28:  [76:03] Oh, yeah, I mean, this is a slightly more grandiose, but I mean...I'm saying ND Modeler solves this same problem at least 90 percent enough, we could probably steal that implementation and put it in rule modeler to do the same thing.
David:  [76:15] Well, in general, there's only going to be one instance of the user D2W model, right? That's going to be the one in your application. If you open that, it should be able to then go OK, I know what application I am associated with.
Audience Member 28:  [76:28] Yeah, and then, like ND Modeler does a bunch of crazy stuff. It actually, like parses .classpaths that then...it does a bunch of lookups to then figure out where your dependent frameworks probably are and then loads them. It's some voodoo, but I mean, I wonder if we could adapt the same thing to rule modeler, which is roughly the same problem.
David:  [76:45] Yeah, maybe. OK.
Audience Member 28:  [76:47] Maybe, yeah.
Audience Member 29:  [76:49] I don't know if this is the right forum or whatever, but I had to create a report generator and basically use the query page, and I would customize that, and intercept it, and then I create a pick list of which columns you wanted to display. I was wondering, a lot of that's hard coded in a...like the application, of what the references are, for say the name, for the pick list. [77:17] I was wondering, two questions, is there like a pick list DirectToWeb component that I haven't seen? Number one. Where you have a list on the left hand side and send them over to the right hand side, that kind of system?
David:  [77:32] There's a...yeah, there are pick components. Right now the one in Modern Look doesn't really work because of the enhanced Ajax behavior. Basically, the pick component has a list with checkboxes, so the ones that are picked are checked.
Audience Member 29:  [77:50] OK. That's one. Then the...how do people do where, OK, for instance, the display name versus the actual key. Say you have a long key and you want to create a nice username for that?
David:  [78:03] You've got two options. You can do that in your rules, but normally, I just do that in the localized strings file.
Audience Member 29:  [78:09] In the localized strings file?
David:  [78:10] Because everything in Wonder DirectToWeb is localized anyways, it's easiest to do it there. You can specify that in your rules, because you can say display name for whatever, for property, key, and then set that in your rules. You know, my incredibly long property key name to be shortened to Bob. [78:32] But if I'm already localizing, and it's already going to be going through looking at the localized strings files, I find it's a better place to do it, because you're doing it once in one spot, and you know all of your settings are going to be there. It keeps your rules cleaner.
Audience Member 29:  [78:47] Hmm. Thanks.
David:  [78:53] Anything else? OK. Thank you very much. Just a bit of...I'm also doing a lab for modern look later today. If you've got specific questions for modern look, then you can bring them to me there. OK. Thank you.
Audience Member 29:  [79:12] Thank you. [applause]
[79:12]
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